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Sassy Dental
Don’t trust your data security and compliance to
anything but a specialist. 

Overview

Sassy Dental provides practice management software designed 

specifically for pediatric dentists. The software includes extremely 

fast clinical charting, customized scheduling, and simplified billing 

for pediatric dental practices, large and small. Their patent-pending 

clinical chart design allows the dentist to chart as fast as she or 

he can talk, while reducing confusion and errors, and increasing 

efficiency. The customized scheduling provides patient notes and 

alerts, multiple appointment views, and sends automated texts 

and emails to the patient. The schedule view can be customized 

by workflow and organized by doctor, procedure, hygienist or 

any combination of these, and more. The streamlined billing 

functionality provides summary ledgers, electronic filing of claims, 

and clearly organized families and guarantors.

The Challenge

Pediatric dentists are general dentists who engage in two years 

of additional clinical residency and ongoing education to provide 

their specialized practice. A general dentist may see a few patients 

every hour in his or her dental practice, as opposed to a pediatric 

dentist who may see 10-12 patients every hour. The volume of data 

that must be collected and managed is far greater than any general 

dentist office, and the need for speed and accuracy of details for 

each of 60-80 patients a day is obvious. Because of this, practices 

are faced with the challenge of deciding between reducing the 

number of patient appointments, hiring two to three extra full-time 

employees just to create and maintain clinical charts, or limiting how 

much and which information will be included in charts. Securing 



and protecting the data down the hall in office server scenarios is 

difficult to maintain and scale, and a complete disruption to the 

practice when servers go down and charts cannot be accessed 

for patients in the office. Additionally, information stored on local 

devices (portable or desktop) and servers are not only increasingly 

prone to hacking, but also prone to medical identity theft, as recent 

breach fines from the OCR reaching as high as $1 million attest. 

With the increasing migration from paper-based to electronic 

medical records in the last ten years, the complexity and risk of 

maintaining HIPAA compliance and security on this volume of data 

has been daunting for pediatric dentists.

The Solution

Just as pediatric dentists made a commitment to specialize, Sassy 

Dental did as well. While most SaaS companies providing dental-

practice solutions focus on the larger market of general dentists 

at an approximate population of 150,000 in the U.S., Sassy Dental 

chose to build a cloud-based solution for pediatric dental specialists 

- a population totaling far less at approximately 8,000 in the U.S. 

This specialty approach allows Sassy to create and deliver a product 

that focuses on speed and ease of use for this specific use case. 

However, Sassy Dental realized that neither they nor their dental 

customers were specialists at data security. They chose Amazon 

Web Services for their cloud platform because of the stability 

of their infrastructure and the ease and agility of deploying new 

practices when weighed against the time and costs of on premise 

deployment.  When they explored the tools AWS was providing 

for HIPAA compliance, they realized they would need to build out 

intrusion protection and aspects of regulatory requirements for 

compliance themselves. This would require hiring new full-time 

employees with specific expertise, or collaborating with another 

SaaS company as a business associate. Sassy Dental wanted to 

utilize data security and HIPAA compliance experts in the same 

way they were providing charting, billing and scheduling expertise 

to their dental clients. They selected ClearDATA as their security 
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and compliance partner because of its HITRUST certified, HIPAA 

compliance track record, and its Healthcare exclusivity.

The Results

“We went with ClearDATA, and they streamlined the process for 

us,” said Walter Sears, CEO of Sassy Dental. “We live and die 

by HIPAA compliance and up-time. If we don’t get that right, 

nothing else we do matters. ClearDATA provided us with many 

recommendations and conversations that helped us quickly deploy, 

knowing we were protecting our customers’ data and ensuring 

they were meeting HIPPA compliance standards. Our customers 

are constantly learning, training, and exploring new dental 

technologies, and it’s our job to take care of the software side of 

the practice for them.”

Since partnering with ClearDATA, Sassy Dental is in the process of 

migrating to a more agile and scalable environment, running load 

balancing to ensure no lag time for clients using the platform, and 

assisting with better managing traffic and costs. They have multiple 

security measures in place and are meeting HIPAA suggested 

standards. “We did an early test with some beta customers 

and noticed some latency,” said Sears. “We got on a call with 

ClearDATA at 8:30 a.m., and by 8:45 a.m. the environment had 

been upgraded, and the issue resolved. We simply could not have 

done that ourselves. Yes, partnering is an additional investment, 

but anyone crunching the numbers can see that finding and hiring 

enough full-time employees with this expertise would take longer 

and cost more. Partnering with ClearDATA lets us effectively scale 

what our in-house team can do for our customers. This allows us 

to focus on providing a great solution for our dentists, and allows 

them to focus on patient care. These pediatric dentists understand 

the value of specialized training, they shouldn’t trust their data 

security and compliance to anything but a specialist as well.”
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For more information
101 West 6th Street, Suite 310, Austin, TX 78701, United States 

(800) 804-6052

www.cleardata.com

About Us
ClearDATA is the nation’s fastest growing healthcare cloud computing company. 
Top Healthcare professionals trust ClearDATA’s HIPAA compliant cloud computing 
HealthDATA platform and infrastructure to store, manage, protect and share their 
patient data and critical applications.


